Let f be a continuous map of a tree X into itself. Let Q(j) denote the set of nonwandering points for f. In this paper we show the following two results: (1) if C?(f) is finite then Q(f) is the set of periodic points of f, (2) Q(f) IS contained in the closure of the set of eventually periodic points of f. Also we give some examples which imply that these results are not true for the case that X is a dendrite or a graph. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V.
Introduction and statement of results
Louis Block [l] has dealt with an analysis of the set of nonwandering points and periodic points of continuous maps of a compact interval into itself, in which the following two results have been shown for a continuous map f of a compact interval into itself:
( I) if L?(f) is finite then L?(f) is the set of periodic points of f, (2) Q(f) is contained in the closure of the set EP(f) of eventually periodic points of .f.
Our aim in this paper is to prove that these results on a compact interval are true for continuous maps of a tree into itself. The strategy of the proofs essentially comes from that of Block [l] . But we remark that one will meet some difficulties to cope with branched points of a tree. The fact that a tree has just finite branched points and contains no simple closed curve essentially supports the procedure of our proofs.
Our main results are as follows:
Preliminary definitions and results
Let X be a compact metric space and f denote a continuous map of X into itself.
We denote the n-fold composition of f with itself by f 71 = f o . . . o f. Let f" denote the identity map. For any 5 E X we define the orbit of x by orb(z) = {f"(x): 71 = 0, 1,2,3,. . .}. A point 2 E X is aperiodicpoint ofperiod n 2 1 for f if fn(x) = x. The least positive integer n for which f 7L (x) = x is called the prime period of 2. Especially, x E X is a fixed points for f if n = 1. A point x E X is an eventually periodic point of period n for f if there exists m > 0 such that f n+i(x) = f'(x) for all i b m. That is, f'(x) is a periodic point of period n for i > m. A point IC E X is a nonwandering point for f if for any open set U containing x there exist y E U and n > 0 such that
fn(Y) E lJ.
We denote the set of fixed points for f, periodic points for f, eventually periodic points for f, and nonwandering points for f by F(f), P(f), EP(f) and Q(f), respectively. 2 denotes the closure of a set A.
Notice that P(f) c Q(f ), P(f 1 c EP(f ). f (P(f )) c P(f ), f (fl(f )> c a(f) and n(f) is closed.
An arc is any space which is homeomorphic to the closed interval [0, 11. A continuum is a nonempty, compact and connected metric space. A graph is a continuum which can be written as the union of finitely many arcs any two of which are either disjoint or intersect only in one or both of their end points. From now on. X denotes a tree by which we mean a graph which contains no simple closed curve. A dendrite is a locally connected continuum which contains no simple closed curve (for these definitions see [5, 7] ). A point z E X is a branched point of X if for any neighborhood V of z there is a neighborhood U of z such that U c V and U is homeomorphic to (2 E CT: zk E Let f be a continuous map of a tree X into itself. For any 5 E X, put
for some m > 0, where each X,(i) is a component of X \ {z}. Note that if m > 2 then z is a cut point. Let V be any neighborhood of z. For 1 < i < m, set V,(i) = V n X2 (i).
We note that throughout this section "a neighborhood V,(i) of t in X,(i)" means such a subset of a neighborhood V of z. The unstable manifolds u'"(p, f) for some periodic point p and lV"(p, f, X,(i)) f or some fixed point p are as follows:
lV"(p, f) = {Z E x 1 f or any neighborhood V of p, T E f" (V) for some n > O}.
for some n > O}.
Next we will prove some basic results concerning with lie'" (p, f) and IV" (p, f, X,(i)).
It will be useful to analyze dynamical systems on a tree in the most of the proofs in this section. (V) . By the locally connectedness of X we may assume that V is connected. Since X is a tree, z E fn(V). Hence z E W' (p, f) . 0
In general, for any map f : X + X of a compact metric space X, put
for some n > O}. Proof. By renumbering we may assume that f (pi) = pi+1 for i = 1, . . , n -1 and Hence z $ uz=, fm(Wo). This contradicts z E W"(pt, f). Conversely we show that W"(P, , f) 3 Wt'" (P* 1 f") u . . . u W" (pn, f"). Thus f(z) E J and hence f(J) c J.
and n is the period of p. By Lemma 2.5 , P E W"(PO, f") for some pa E orb(p). Let K = W"(p~, f"). Note that K is connected.
Suppose that pa E Int K. Then there exists some m > 0 such that z E f""(K).
Note that f'(J) c J for any r > 0 since f(J) C J and K c J. Hence
Thus 3 E f(J). This is a contradiction.
Next suppose that K is not a neighborhood of ~0. Let X \ {pa} = X,, ( 1) U. . . U X,, (k)
for some k > 0. Then we may assume that t E X,,(l), K n X,,,(Z) # q5 for any 1 6 I 6 i and K n X,,(1) = q for any i + 1 < 1 < k. Note that z q! U,"=, f""(K)
For each i + 1 6 1 $ k, we can choose cl E X,,(I) with (cl;pa) n B = 4 (B is the set of branched points of X) such that, for any z E [cl;pc], fn([z;po]) n {z} = C#I and
because of the continuity of f and fn(pa) = pc # z. Since cl +! K, there exists a neighborhood ?J of pc such that cl $ U,"', f""( Ul). We may assume that
and z $ U. Since X is locally connected, we may assume that U is connected. For a connected subset A of X containing ~0, we define a condition (*) as follows:
We remark that if A satisfies (*) then f"(A) al so satisfies (*). We can make sure this by the following observation. Clearly cl q! Uz=,
By (a) and the choice of cl we have 2 4 fn(An (X,,,(i+ l)u~~X,,(Ic))) and f"(An(XP,(i+l)u~~~uX,,(Ic)))n(XP,(l)u..~~XP,(i)) c K. Thus f(y) = z E f(J \ J), so 7 \ J c f(T \ J). From Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, J is the union of finite connected sets. Since X is a tree, 7 \ J is finite. Hence f maps 3 \ J homeomorphically onto itself. This implies that every point in 7 \ J is periodic. Since .z E T/c'"@, f, X,(i)) for k + 1 < % < m, there exists yi E V n X,(i) such that fnz(yi) = 2 for some 72, > 0. Note that yi 6 f-'(x) by Ihe choice of U.
ForeachIc+1~i~m,picktheclosestpointsy~1',y~",...,y,(S"~f-'(~)nX,(i) (si > 0) to yi such that yi E [yj";p] for 1 < 1 < si. Then for all Ic + 1 6 i < 'rn and I < 1 < si we may replace yj')"s with yc'),~(~),
. , y(") (s = c,"=,+, Si). Then f(y(')) = p for each 1 6 1 < s.
Let al E (y(l);p) with (y(l); nl) n B = 4. Since f has finitely many periodic points we may assume that [y (l) ; al] has no periodic points. Put [y(l); Q] = Al for 1 < 1 < s. Proof. Suppose that pi and p3 are distinct points of {pi, . . . , p,} with pj E U'"(p,, f ").
We claim that W"(pk, f ") contains an element of {pi, . . , p,} \ {pk} for each Ic = 1, . . , R. To prove this, let V be any neighborhood of pk. Let T be the smallest positive integer with f '(pi) = pk. By the continuity of f there exists a neighborhood W of pi such that f'(W) C V. Whereas since pj E lP(pi, f"), p, E f""(W)
for some n > 0. Hence
fYPj) E f'(f""(W) c f""(f'W) c f""(V).
Since V is arbitrary, fr(pj) E WU(pk, f"). From fr(pi) # fr(p3) and fr(p,) = pk, fT (pj) # pk. This shows that our claim is true.
NOW suppose that for some pair of pn,, pn, E O'b(Pl) (Pn, f Pn,), Pn, E W%n,, P) and P,, E W"(p,,, f"). For the simplicity put pn, = pl, p,, = p2 and for some u, u > 0. BY Lemma 2.8, p2 E W"(pl, fn, X,,(l)), pl E WU(p2, f", x,,(l)). Since [PI ; ~21 C W"(pz, f") f or i = 1,2, it follows from Lemma 2.9, that fn(z) # pi for any 2 E (pt;p2) and i = 1,2.
Sincep2 E w%t,fn,Xp,(l)),p~ E WU(p2,f7L,Xp2 (1) For the simplicity, also put p,, = pl, . . . , p,, = pk. Then we can assume that [pi+1 ; pi] c X,%(l) for1 6i G k-L.ByLemma2.8,p,+t ~W"(p~,f~,X~,(l)) for 1 <i<k-1. Suppose that for some 1 < kl < k, pl , . , pk, are the end points of some subtree of X (see Fig. 1 ). Then we show pk, E W"(pI , f"). Hence f("'+. '+mkl-l)n(xt) = pk,, i.e., pk, E W"(pl, f"). By using this technique, we can choose a subsequence 1 = k0 < k, < k2 < . . . 
Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Suppose CIJ E n(f) and II: 4 p(f). By Lemma 2.11, there exists a periodic point pt and z E W"(pt , f) such that f(z) = pl and z is not a periodic point. Let 12 be the period of pt and {pt , . . . , p,} the orbit of pt. From Lemma 2.5, there exists pkE{pt,...,p,}suchthatzEW"(pk,fn).
By Lemma 2.6, fn(z) E WU(pk, f"). Since f"(z) E {PI,. . . ,p,}, fn(z) = pk by Lemma 2.10. Since n(f) is finite, f" has only finitely many periodic points. These by Lemma 2.9. This is a contradiction, because z is not a periodic ii, iz 2 0 with ii < i2 such that gil(x),giz(x) E Is,, for some 1 6 SO < t.
Put gil (z) = y, then y, f (iz-il)n(y) E Is0. Since Is,, n p(f) = 4 and y E Is, n Q(f), this is a contradiction by Lemma 2.3. 0
Examples
The following examples considered on a graph or a dendrite (= a locally connected continuum containing no simple closed curve) show that Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are the best possible in one-dimensional case. Note that a continuum X is a tree if and only if X is a dendrite and the set of branched points of X is finite. Example 1.3 (Block [l] ). There is a continuous map g of a graph G, for which 6'(g) is finite, but 0(g) is not the set of periodic points of g. Proof. Consider the set Xi of the union of infinitely many segments as pictured in Fig. 2 .
Let d be an arc-length metric on Xi.
In Fig. 2 , {a,}r?, and {aL},",i (respectively {b,}F=i and {bb},"=,) denote the sequences converging to a (respectively b). Note that ai and bi are the end points of Xi, ui and bi are the branched points of Xi for each i > 1 and that we put p = e{ = b',. Clearly Xi is a dendrite which contains the two sequences {a,}~=, and {bn}rzi as the set of end points. Thus it is easy to see that Q(g,) = {u, b,p}, but n is not a periodic point for gl. 0 Example 1.6. There is a continuous map g2 of a dendrite X2, for which J?(g,) q' EP(gz).
Proof. Let X2 be an infinite binary tree (see [2, p. 121 ) with the top p such that the root of X;, corresponds to a Cantor set C as pictured in Fig. 3 . Then X2 is a typical dendrite (for the precise or general construction, see [3] and [4] ). Let d be an arc-length metric d on X-2.
Then there is a homeomorphism h : C -c' such that R(h) = C and P(h) = 4. In particular, R(h.) = C and P(h) = 4. Since X2 is a l-dimensional compact absolute retract (note that any dendrite is a l-dimensional compact absolute retract), there is an extension 91: X2 --f X2 of h: C --f C. By modifying gi somewhat, we can have g2 : X2 -+ X2 with the following properties (for the precise construction, see [3] ):
(1) g2 has exactly one fixed point p, i.e., P(g2) = {p}.
(2) sz-'(P) = {P>. 
